C U B I C G LO B A L D E FE N S E

P OR TA B L E T R A INER L I T E ™

MODEL #L360
Portable, durable, easy to set up
The PRISim Suite® PortableTrainer™ is a judgement evaluation and force options
training system, loaded with features to meet your training needs. By design, it
creates a safe, effective and realistic learning environment for law enforcement,
military and security professionals.
This cost-effective training system is portable, easy to use, quick to deploy and
simple to transport. Integrated components allow trainers to set up the PRISim
Suite PortableTrainer in as little as 15 minutes.
PRISim Suite PortableTrainer comes with over 360 pre-installed branching
situations to meet your training requirements. Train to win with PRISim Suite
PortableTrainer.

PRISim Suite® PortableTrainer™

KEY FEATURES


Highly portable, durable and easy to set up.



Turns virtually any interior room with controlled lighting into an effective training
environment.



Presents consistent training and learning objectives for each trainee.



Supports a broad range of standard issue firearms and less-lethal devices.



Supports multiple shooter and multiple laser devices simultaneously.



Supports all force options.



Integrated presentation viewer for briefing and debriefing.



Review and export of training performance.

Enabling a Safer World

PRISim Suite® PortableTrainer™

C U B I C G LO B A L D E FE N S E

MODIFIED W E A P ONS
FOR SIMU L AT ION
TRAINING TO WIN
Since 1995, Cubic has been providing custom modified weapons
for training simulation, specifically designed to meet the training
requirements of our customers. Cubic provides a wide selection
of simulator weapons, ranging from dedicated modified firearms
to drop-in barrel kits that can be used in the customer’s own
weapons.

Less Lethal Options

QUALITY ASSURANCE
Each modified weapon starts with an actual or demilitarised
weapon, which is then fabricated to prevent the chambering or
discharge of live rounds. The modified weapon offers:


The look, weight and feel of the original weapon.



Designed for reliability and maintenance.



Sensors and components manufactured for extended life.

All modified recoil designs undergo stringent quality assurance
testing that includes:


Recoil cycle analysis to confirm reliable operation.



Functionality checks to ensure the mechanics of the modified
weapon replicate the original firearm.

WEAPON TYPES
Recoil - Modified recoil weapons increase the realism of your
training experience.
Multiple recoil designs allow you to choose the best fit for your
training needs:
 Belt Pack (tethered) - Reliable recoil and unrestricted movement,
works with CO2


CO2 Recoil Kit

Magazine (non-tethered, integrated recoil kit) - Simple recoil,
quick installation and removal, works with CO2

Dry-Fire - Design options for modified weapons provide viable
training and diagnostic tools for simulation without recoil:
 Dedicated Dry-Fire - Dry-fire barrel and permanently modified
weapons, allows for unrestricted movement.


Drop-In Laser Kits - Laser insert provides added versatility in
weapon selection.

Modified (Tetherless) Firearms
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